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Abst:Pact,:

Detailed data have been collected to pT'edict the peY'f'ormance
of the bus lane" Significant improvements in both mean travel
time and vaPiability aPe expected. The effect oj' this on
e,xisting patrons is noted" ExanrinaUon of e,xisting hUB time
tables of the route -involved is undertaken to assesB possible
operatoX' financial savings, The papeX' di-scrusses situations
whereby potential operator bene.f'it.s can be realised"

A key element of an integrated package of bus priority
measures which have been recommended ,for Brisbane is
a bus lane on one of the approaches of a major Br·isbane
intersection"

!he views expreseed are those of the authors and not necessarily
those of their respective organisations ..
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BUS LANE IMPACT

INTRODUCTION

Background

Two major corridor studies inves tigating the feasibility of bus
priority measures have been completed in Brisbane (Pak-Poyand Pretty,
1976. 1979) for the Metr'opolitan Transit Authority. These studies have
extended em:lier wOJ:k by Pretty (1975) and established awareness of
Brisbane's bus priority potential. A bus lane recommended by Pak-Poy
and Pretty (1979) is currently being constructed by the Brisbane City
Council (as at July 1980) and will be the first major bus p:t'ioJ:ity
facility to be implemented in Br'isbane in the last decade. An analysis
of the potential impacts of this bus lane on bus passengeJ:s and on
operator' bus schedules is of interest since these comprise the major
benefits of bus priority facilities. Such an analysis would also check
on the results of the 1979 study to ascertain any possible changes.
The authors have extended the results of the analysis to infer the
general potential of bus pJ:ior'ity measures under Brisbane conditions.

Site Location and Characteristics

rhe bus lane when constJ:ucted will extend inbound for 700 metres
along Kelvin Grove Road from Blarney Str'eet to College Road at the
Norrnanby intersection. Figure 1 displays the location of the bus lane
in relation to the Cenual Business District (C.B"D.).

The intersection is the junction of five major approach roads
(two have been conver'ted to one way flow) and is therefore required to
handle high commercial vehicle and general traffic volumes. It is under
a system of area traffic control and certain traffic movements are
banned. With few exceptions the oper'ational cycle time is reasonably
constant in the period 6,45 a,m. - 9.30 a.m,. fluctuating closely about
an aver'age of 2 minutes. In the existing situation traffic and buses
may be delayed by up to three signal cycles while they negotiate the
lengthy traffic queues that develop through the morning peak peJ:iod.

Figur-e 2 illustrates a typical tJ:affic queue build up profile.
while Figure 3 illustrates observed bus tt'avel time profiles over the
"bus lane" section(l). As is indicated by Figure 3. the r'ange of
travel times that are experiences is great (typically fr'om 2 minutes
to 12 minutes. 15 minutes has been r'ecorded on a wet day).

The bus lane is additional road space that is being constructed
in an available reserve and due to careful design is expected to
benefit. not adversely affect. gener'al traffic. Vehicles turning left
from Kelvin Grove Road to College Road will be able to freely cross the
bus lane without suffering the existing delay. when access to the shor't
left tut'n lane is blocked by vehicles seeking to negotiate the Normanby
intersection. (See Figure 4.)

1 More details on these data are given later.
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Source :Pak-Poy ~ Prett) (1970
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SAYEG AND DUDGEON

The bus lane is expected to provide significant travel time
advantages to buses by allowing them to jump the long traffic queues
and move directly to the intel;'section stop bar.

Affected Bus Volumes and Routes

Currently, twelve buses per peak houl;' would benefit from the bus
lane but due to its strategic location, and with appropriate re'-routing
of other bus routes, up to thir'ty peak period buses per hour could

benefit.

The layout of the three existing routes affected is shown in
Figur'e 1. These routes are all operated by the Brisbane City Council

(B. C" C.)"

Route 172 (Enoggera-Chermside) is the major route. It is a
linked r'oute. fuo individual bus routes (i.e. Enoggera to the C. B.D.
and Fortitude Valley. and Cher1IlSide to Fortitude Valley and the C" B, D" )
have been combined. This halves the travel time spent in the most
congested pa:rt of the route (i.e. C"B.D.) where travel speed is slowest"

Route 19 (Oakleigh) serves the Do:nington/Alderley suburbs and
te:rminates in the C" B" D.

Route 20.21 (G:r::'ovely/Mitchelton) serves the suburbs west of
Enoggera and terminates in the C.B.D.

EXPECrED rRAVEL rrME CHANGES

Data Collection Procedures

Data were collected by a series of surveys on weekdays which
comprised:-
(i) A three day morning survey of bus stop activity in the bus

lane section;
(ii) A th'l:ee day morning peak pe:riod survey of intersection cycle

and g:reen time measurements;
(iii) A one week survey of bus travel times of all buses through

the bus lane section; and
(iv) For the Enoggera (Route 172) service as for (iLi) but terminus

departure times and C. B. D, arrival times were also obse:rved.

This survey information allows a comprehensive description of
existing travel times to be gained and also the means to reliably
predict travel time changes. Bus t:ravel times from the su:r::vey are
shown in Figure 3. Unfortunately. no seasonal data a:re available.
This will not affect schedule examination (as data were collected
outside holiday periods).

Analysis and Results

Using data from su~veys (i). (ii) and (iii) estimates were made
of bus travel times through the section of Kelvin Grove Road. using the
bus lane. Bus travel times before and after the morning traffic peak
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From the point of view of the daily trip maker, Chapman (1976)
argues that it is the travel time of the bus at XX:XX hours to carry
him from A to B which is important. fhe data given in Appendix A can
be analysed from this point of view. However, the nature of reliability
improvement can be readily understood by examining Figure 5, which
displays obsel:ved "before" and estimated "post" bus lane tl:'avel time
distributions for all Enoggera buses passing through the bus lane
section between 7.00 a.m. and 9.00 a.m. Each datum point l:epresents
an observation rounded to the nearest minute.

Although the data given in Figure 5 does not truly represent
the fluctuation of travel times of an individual bus (or tight group
of buses), but r'ather describes the overall travel time perfol:1lIance
of all Enoggera buses throughout the morning peak period, it can be
used to illustrate the general nature of reliability impl:ovement to
the bus passengel:.

For example, it is apparent that the estimated "post" bus lane
data not only exhibits a lower mean travel time but a much tighter
spl:ead when compared to the observed "befoJ:'e" data.. Furthermol:e, the
observed "before" data are more inclined towards extremely long travel
times. The point being that although the mean travel time is used in
traditional assessment of transport improvement actions, a different
l:esult would be obtained by using changes in a pal:ticular upper
percentile of the two distr'ibutions (Knight, 1974, Richardson, 1979).
An additional benefit over the mean time saving may ther'eby aCCl:ue
(Knight, 1974), dependent on the degree of lateness that the individual
may tolel:ate. For example, if the 42 minutes point in Figul:'e 5
(before situation) repl:'esented the desired arrival time of the
individual in the C.B.D. and the degree of acceptable lateness was nil,
then the potential benefit in the "post" bus lane situation could be
of the order of 8 minutes. Compare this to the estimated mean travel
time saving of 4.2 minutes between 7.00 a"ID. and 9.00 a.m. Perhaps,
in certain situations this could allow an individual passenger to catch
a later bus. Whether or not this is achievable, the removal of
annoying, remembered eJl:tremes of tr'avel time and the sheer size of the
mean improvement is likely to favoul:ably affect passenger perception
of the bus service and hence their l:esultant attitudes (Chapman, 1976,
Ritchie and Richardson, 1979).

EFFECT ON BUS OPERATIONS

The improvements in travel time were incorporated into the
scheduling process to ascertain their effect on existing bus
operations(l) •

Operator Savi~

Operator savings can accrue in any of three areas:- There
can be a reduction in number of:-

buses needed;
dl:'ivers needed; and

1 The effect of the Enoggera bus-train interchange on patronage
and bus requirements on the three routes in the vicinity of
the bus lane is expected to be insignificant.
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BUS LANE IMPACr

hours run or distance travelled which contribute towards
operating costs and driver time costs.
Bus Savings
Because of the overlap in desired travel times by students and

worker's in the morning peak period and their separation in the evening,
it might be expected that more buses are required in the morning peak.
Brisbane City Council (the bus operator) has for several years had a
policy of requiring a full fare from students who wish to travel on
bus services early in the morning peak period (approximately prior to
0800), though concessions are of course available where need is
established. rhis policy has flattened morning peak demand
chat:actet:istics and so significantly reduced the number of buses
required to satisfy morning peak period demand. rhis has occurred to
the extent that the evening peak period now dictates the number of
buses that are operated. Because the Normanby bus lane is an inbound
(to the C.B.D.) priority measut:e, its effect on evening peak operation
is expected to be negligible. Consequently no bus savings are expected.
Minor savings are expected in operating costs. rhese savings are in
fuel and in drivers time where the run can leave the depot later due
to the time saved. rhese time based costs of buses are not specifically
discussed in this paper.

It is pOSSible, however, due to industrial and social
constraints on the duration of work times of drivers, that major
savings can be made in this area. This is the subject of detailed
discussion below.

Driver Savings
Theoretically, a driver can be saved where the travel time on

a par'ticular trip is reduced sufficiently so that one driver can
complete two trips that former'ly took two driver's. Ihe above is
complicated of Course by the presence of "broken shift" drivers in
Brisbane (so that it is normally necessary to save a driver in both
peaks). It also assumes that any other work performed by the "saved"
driver in the same'peak period can be diverted to other drivers.

The two routes remaining after the implementation of Enoggera
Interchange "were therefore examined to assess whether any drivel:
savings would aCCl:ue from the Normanby bus lane.

EXAMINATION OF rHE ENOGGERA~-cHERMSIDE ROUTE

As stated pr'eviously this is a linked bus route and its overall
route length is approximately 18 or 19 kilometres dependent on
direction. To assess savings that are due to the Normanby bus lane
alone it proved necessary to optimize the eXisting timetable which had
not been reviewed for some time. In this period, patronage had
generally fallen and, during the morning peak period, traffic
congestion had increased significantly. The net effect had been
"loose" travel times in the early morning and part of the off-peak
and too "tight" tt'avel times in the peak"

To assess the impl:'ovement due to the bus lane, the existing
timetable was replicated, but using realistic running times (del:'ived in
AppendiX A). Running time improvements from the Normanby bus lane were
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then incorporated into a third timetable. lhe "public" timetable and
the blocks of work for the three timetables, are shown in Table l~l),
Block number's adopted for the purposes of this paper were assigned and
the legend presented as part of the rable 1 shows the block's previous
history. It is evident that the Chermside section has a higher level
of service than the Enoggera section. By judicious selection of
departure times it was possible to link differ'ent trips in the early
morning but this improvement is not due to the bus lane, so is common
to the optimized, and optimized with bus lane, timetables.

Figure 3 showed that the bus lane achieves most travel time
improvements for buses departing Enoggera between 0720 and 0800. Due
to the long route length, these buses do not ar'rive at Chermside until
approximately 0840 and allOWing for recovery and layover time cannot
begin a new trip until after 0854. The bus lane enables a new trip
at 0846 (see lable 1 block 13). As the buses are required fot' the
"on the streets" peak at approximately 0800 it would seem intet' alia
that no driver savings can be made.

It should be noted though that the trips departing Chet'ffiside
at 0840, 0846 and 0854 (blocks previously departing Enogget'a at 0720,
0730 and 0740) are known to be consistently running late. Existing
run and recovery times are inadequate. In the optimised timetable
the 0840 and 0846 ttips ar'e assigned to new blocks of work (i. e. 30PU
and 31PU). The optimized timetable incorporating bus lane tJ;'avel
time savings only requires one trip assigned to a new block of WOJ;k.
The investigation given below determines whether existing buses which
have preViously been utilised but are not then required in service
could do that wor'k or whether two "new" buses would have to be brought
from the depot ..

While the bus requirements peak at approximately 0800, because
of the nature of the patronage demand during the mor'ning peak, those
buses not required after this time are invariably located in the C, B" D,
In fact, two existing blocks of work were identified which finished
in the C.B,D. at 0802 and 0806 respectively and which originated from
appropriate depots. Even allowing for r'ecovery and layover time, these
buses could assume the 0840 and 0846 trips from Chermside by dead
running to that terminus. The cost of this is two extra return tr'ips,
Chermside to C" B.D" and the loss of some system flexibility. Ihe
benefit is expected to be a reduction in waiting time brought about
by better schedule adherence for all patrons on the existing 0840,
0846 and 0854 services.

lhe end resul t of the examination is that for the Chermside-,
Enoggera route, no savings in driver's time can be made. large
savings in travel time will accrue to patrons, mostly to the Enoggera
section, but also a significant amount to the !hree Chermside services
mentioned. In the event that the time to traverse the Chermside
Enoggera route was shorter by 20 minutes, driver savings would have
J;'esul ted. The Oakleigh route, having a shorter run time, was therefore
examined.

1 For the purpose of this paper a block of work is the sum of
the trips taken by a particular bus and includes layover's,
dead running, etc.
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TABLE 1

EXISTING.OPTIMIZED 1 AND OPTIMIZED WITH BUS LANE

TIMETABLES

pp

I Optimized Depart Optimizecl
Depart with Chermw with

Enoggera EXisting Optimized Bus Lane side EXisting Optimizecl Bus Lane

0535 1 UD lID llD 0522 1 10D IOD laD
0612 1 l4D laC 10C 0557 120 120 120
0632 10C 14D 14D 0610 BD BD l3D
0655 18D 12C 12C 0625

I
15D nE nE

0708 l2C 19D 19D 0640 llE 15D l5D

10720 BC BC 13C 0657 1 16D 16D 16D
0730 23D nc llC 0650 170 17D 170 I0740 15C 23D 23D 0700 19D IBD 1BD
0750 llC 15C 15C 0710 20D

I
10E 10E

0800 l6C 16C 16C 0720 14E 20D 20D
0814 l7C l7C 17C 07222 2ID 2ID 2ID
0825 19C 18C l8C 0725 3 22D 220 220

r 0842 l4C 20C 20C 0735 24D 14E 14E
0856 24C 14C l4C
0907 310R/IOC 25C 25C 07422 25D 24D 24D
0917 27C 27C 27C 0748 IOE 25D 25D

0752 2 26D 26D 26D
where D = Bus from Depot 0758 270R 270R 270R

C = Bus from Chermside Trip 08022 280R 280R 280R IE = Bus from Enoggera Trip 0810 18E 12E l2E
OR = Bus from other route 0820 290R 290R 290R
PU = Bus previously unassignecl 0830 l2E 19C 19C

0840 l3E 30PU 30PU
1 Bus departure times different but 0846 23E 3lPU BE

within 5 minutes on existing and 0854 15E BE lIE
optimizea routes. 0903 300R 320R!llE

I
31OR!23E

2 Limited piC~ up trip. 0915 320R!llE 330R/15E 320R!15E I
3 EJ<; ress cri •

IJl
N

"'"





BUS LANE IMPACr

rhe success of the B.C.C. policy (full fare payment on early
morning peak period services) in suppressing morning peak per'iod bus
requirements predicates that for Brisbane, bus saVings, due to
pr'iority measures, will only result when such measures affect
favouJ:ably evening peak period travel times.

Driver savings which may result are dependent on:
intensi ty of service levels and their dur'stion;
return route length of routes affected;
travel time r'eliability (i. e. variability) by route
section; and
period of congestion.

levels of delay,
Operator
are dependent

Ihis rule can be extended as follows:-
relinking of Enoggera services to another route of shDJ;:ter
length than Chermside would probably result in a driver
being saved, at least for the morning peak.
in Brisbane where the period of traffic congestion in the
morning peak is approximately H; hour's, driver savings ar'e
not expected to result unless the round trip times of the
routes involved are less than this. If the period of
traffic congestion continues to increase, driver' savings
from the Normanby bus lane may eventually result on the
existing routes.
savings in off'-peak daytime travel time, because they are
likely to be constant (construction of new road space etc,,)
and the supply of services is uniform, wOuld result in
driver savings.

Ihe authors have concluded that as a general rule, driver
savings can be expected on the implementation of priority measures
where the intensity of peak period services is approximately uniform
and its duration, and that of traffic congestion, is in excess of the
routes return trip travel time. Driver savings did not result in
either of the r'DUtes studied because in each case the round trip time
was in excess of the period of peak bus service p!ovision - which in
the case of the Enoggera·Chermside route was approximately two hours.
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All queue jump schemes, where there are similar
will resul t in similar travel time savings per person.
savings, even where similar tr'avel time savings result,
on the charactaristics of the r'outes affected.





TABLE A.1

APPENDIX A

EXISTING AND ESTIMATED BUS LANE TRAVEL TIMES FOR ENOGGERA (172 BUSES) (MINUTES)

INBOUND ENOGGERA TERMINUS TO C B D (CNR ADELAIDE AND GEORGE STREETS)

NOTES: (+) Existing Travel Time.
(*) Estimated BUS LANE Travel Time.
(-) Data lncomp1ete.

. . . .
I As measured Monday Tuesday I WedneSdaY ThurSday Fridayat the END

OF THE BUS LANE (+) (*) (+) (*) (+) (*) (+) (*) (+) (*)

7.10 26.16 24.77 27,73 26,15 27.80 26.93 27.69 25.57 26.20 25.02

7,35 30.58 26.45 32.00 27.73 32.65 28.71
,

33.73 29.00 29.13 26.46

I 7.51 37.33 30.62 42.94 34.41 38.39 29.44 35.87 29.10 34,43 28.83

8.00 46.26 35.26 33.07 27,50 - - 36.18 28.29 37.35 32.50

8.10 37.23 27.75 34,66 28.00 38.10 29.80 37.55 30.80 35.20 29.28

8,16 49.31 39.11 37.98 29.77 33,10 28.00 31.93 24.70 - -
8.41 46,60 34.30 36.62 29.80 35,20 31.30 40.88 30.95 36.47 31, 78

8.54 - - 34.67 30.14 35,22 30.20 31.11 25.66 34,47 28,72

9.00 38.06 31.84 29.29 26,40 30,28 25.84 27 09 24.89 30.90 27,34

9.02 26.41 23.31 29.43 I 27,80 29 58 26.90 30 96 29.12 29.73 27.91I

- - - - - - 24.80 24.42 - -


